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CONTACT

Why deprive yourself of

experiencing music? In fact, you

don't have to – find out how!



Tired of hearing soulless music from

anonymous speakers? Say no to insignificant

compromises! Here's your chance to dive into an

extraordinary musical experience. Refuse the

overly high price you pay when you deprive

yourself of the universal language that has

always accompanied humanity in crucial

moments and deep solitudes.

Take control of your musical destiny! With just a

50-day notice, I can tailor a musical experience

for you. From the enveloping elegance of your

wedding, to standout cocktail hours, to dinners

that become unforgettable events, all the way to

emotionally charged book launches.

Don't settle for just any music. Choose to

transform every moment into a unique work of

sonic art. Contact me today and start shaping the

sound of your life as you desire!

CHANGE THE MUSIC!

An important note: my commitment to quality is absolute. You will

never find me playing on cheap digital pianos or compromised

instruments. My instrument is the soul of music, and only

authentic upright or grand pianos can bring my extraordinary

performances to life.

Don't let costs worry you! Renting an upright or grand piano is

affordable, ranging from 150 to 400 euros.

The fee will be adjusted according to the instrument, which may

require renting.

522 EUR is the base fee for a

piano recital. The amount can

vary depending on the

characteristics of the event.

Send me your request with

sufficient notice to better

outline the details, any fellow

musicians to involve, and the

costs.

W E D D I N G  P I A N I S T

210 EUR is the base fee for providing musical

accompaniment to your wedding. Turn your most

beautiful moment into a harmony of emotions.

Enchanting notes create a unique atmosphere,

weaving unforgettable melodies that will tell the

most beautiful story.

C O R P O R A T E  E V E N T  P I A N I S T

312 EUR is the base fee to add elegance and charm

to your corporate event with a professional pianist.

The vibrant and sophisticated atmosphere will

make the event unforgettable, inspiring

collaboration and joy among the attendees.


